Making magic, making connections

Social scientist takes unusual approach to educating about public health issues
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Joseph Kaufert's CV is eclectic: he is a member of the Chief Public Health Officer of Canada's Ethics Advisory Committee—and a member of the Order of Merlin.

He admits he's not your typical magician. The mild-mannered academic, a public health and ethics researcher in the Faculty of Medicine, does work grounded in fact. But when sharing his findings with medical and graduate students in the department of community health sciences, and with colleagues and peers at conferences around the world, he does magic tricks.

The medical anthropologist explores pressing issues like improving access to palliative care, research ethics, Aboriginal health and the rights of people with disabilities. Magic, Kaufert explains, gives him a light opener to heavy topics. "You tread that boundary between trivializing it and motivating and engaging people. I think sometimes it's a way around the PowerPoint," he says.

Going beyond journals

More and more, researchers are looking for ways to better connect with the public to get their findings out of the lab and into the hands of people who can benefit. They're recognizing the need to bring together intensive care doctors and people with disabilities who fear barriers to community participation and the misrepresentation of people with disabilities in the media.

Improving dialogue

Magic works well, he says, to get a conversation going between groups that have different viewpoints. He used the classic linking rings effect at a workshop bringing together intensive care doctors and people with disabilities who fear the physicians may not fully understand the true quality of their lives. At times the rings appear to join seamlessly; other times they don't fit at all. "When dealing with circles that don't overlap, perceptions may be very, very separate."
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That's not to say that there will ever be total agreement but by exploring the boundaries in those two rings, it may be possible to talk about how we make that dialogue better," says Kaufert.

He uses this same trick when discussing guidelines for research ethics at universities, and the challenge to combine different frameworks across disciplines in social sciences, natural sciences and medicine. "The ethics don't always fit together," he says. "(Magic) is a way of using performance to talk about issues and not trivializing them but recognizing that for a lot of issues there are two or three sides to it."

The great nephew of a Vaudeville magician, Kaufert got hooked on magic when he was just six years old. As a teen he belonged to a magic group and had to sneak into the nightclubs to see tricks, even when he was in Ghana as a grad student doing fieldwork.

Today, he is interested in exploring how it can be used to promote health in children and seniors. He sees it as a medium for inviting people to see things in new ways. "It's the understanding of illusion and reality, not necessarily fooling people but recognizing that it's drawing people into a situation where their knowledge base may be opened up. It may be a powerful teaching situation."